SOLID BOSS

Design Table Explanation

The REI FloWorks Design Program defines the range of operating conditions for the SOLID BOSS
solid separator. The upper part of the Table shows the design values, such as the nominal design
flow rate, the carrier specific gravity, the solids specific gravity, the oil specific gravity, the number of
plates, the plate surface area and other design values. The upper part of the Table also shows a
drawing of the vessel segmented into 4 different zones. Zone 1 is the center pipe where the
material enters the separator and also where the clean water exits the system. Zone 2 is where the
carrier fluid turns and starts to come back up the outside of the center pipe. Zone 3 is the upper
section of the circular inclined plates. Zone 4 is the area above the plates where the water
discharges from the separator.
The bottom part of Table shows various flow conditions and defines the operating range for the
separator. There are 2 columns for each Zone. The first column shows the velocity of the carrier
fluid going through that Zone. The second column shows the Reynolds number. The Reynolds
numbers are then equated to a flow condition – laminar, transitional or turbulent. The industry has
established standards linking a Reynolds number to a flow condition. The following table shows
those flow conditions:
Laminar
Transitional
Turbulent
Re # for pipe
0-2100
2100-4000
> 4000
Re # for open channel flow (plates)
0-520
520-950
>950
Column 2 for each Zone is color coded to show the flow conditions at various flow rates. Green
indicates laminar flow, yellow indicates transitional flow and if the number is crossed out that
indicates turbulent flow.
Columns E, F, G and H show the particle size that can be removed at each flow rate. Columns E
and F are for solids and Columns G and H are for oil. Columns E and G show the particle size that
will be removed with inclined plates. Columns F and H show the particles size that will be removed
before the inclined plates. The particles size that will be removed is calculated at the point where a
specific micron size particle having a defined specific gravity is at its terminal velocity. Assuming
laminar flow in the areas where separation takes place these particles will drop out of the carrier
fluid. If the specific gravity of the particle goes up then the particle size that will be removed goes
down and visa versa. The green area of Columns E and G represents ideal operating conditions.
Yellow indicates cautionary operating conditions and if the line is crossed out the flow is turbulent
and the particle size calculations will not be accurate. The system can be operated in the green
areas of columns E and G. The system will typically operate in a range from 1% to 300% of its
nominal rating. The simple explanation is that the system will operate continuously from 0 gpm to
the design flow rate and will handle surges above that within the green range.
Disclaimer: These calculations are based on the stated specific gravity. A change in specific gravity
of the particle will impact the flow conditions.
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